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THE LICENSING AND HEALTH AND SAFETY 
ENFORCEMENT COMMITTEE

TUESDAY 18 SEPTEMBER 2012 AT 7.30 PM

COUNCIL CHAMBER, CIVIC CENTRE, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD

The Councillors listed below are requested to attend the above meeting, on the day 
and at the time and place stated, to consider the business set out in this agenda.

Cllr Bhinder Cllr Link
Cllr G Chapman Cllr Peter
Cllr Conway Cllr Rance
Cllr Fantham Cllr Ryan
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Cllr Mrs Green (Vice-Chairman) Cllr Sutton
Cllr R Hollinghurst Cllr Taylor
Cllr Lawson (Chairman) Cllr Whitman

For further information, please contact Trudi Coston on Tel: 01442 228226, or 
Email: Trudi.coston@dacorum.gov.uk  Information about the Council can be found 
on our website: www.dacorum.gov.uk

PART I

Item Page 
no.

1. Introductions 2
2. Minutes 2
3. Apologies for Absence 2
4. Declarations of Interests 2
5. Public Participation 2
6. To Appoint the Licensing and Health & Safety Enforcement

Sub-Committee 2
7. Gambling Act 2005 – Review of Statement of Principles 3
8. Review of Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Licensing 

Procedures and Policies 12
9. Exclusion of the Public 19

Appendix A Draft Statement of Principles 2013-2016 
(Gambling Act 2005) 20

Appendix B Guidelines on Fitness of Applicants for Hackney Carriage/Private 
Hire Drivers Licences 50   

Appendix C Minutes of the Licensing and Health & Safety 
Enforcement Committee held on 24 July 2012 70

*                    *                    *

mailto:Trudi.coston@dacorum.gov.uk
http://www.dacorum.gov.uk/
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1. INTRODUCTION

2. MINUTES

To confirm the minutes of the meeting of the Licensing and Health & Safety 
Enforcement Committee held on 24 July 2012. 

3. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

To receive any apologies for absence

4. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

A member with a disclosable pecuniary interest or a prejudicial interest in a matter, 
who attends a meeting of the authority at which the matter is considered:

(i) must disclose the interest at the start of the meeting or when the interest 
becomes apparent, and
(ii) may not participate in any discussion or vote on the matter and must withdraw to 
the public seating area.

A member who discloses at a meeting a disclosable pecuniary interest which is not 
registered in the Members’ Register of Interests or the subject of a pending 
notification, must notify the Monitoring Officer of the interest within 28 days of the 
disclosure.

Disclosable pecuniary interests, personal interests and prejudicial interest are 
defined in Part 2 of the Members’ Code of Conduct.

 5. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

An opportunity for members of the public to make statements and ask questions in 
accordance with the rules on Public Participation

6. APPOINTMENT OF THE LICENSING AND HEALTH & SAFETY ENFORCEMENT   
SUB-COMMITTEE

The Committee is asked to appoint Members and Substitute Members to the 
Licensing and Health and Safety Enforcement Sub-Committee
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Report for: Licensing Health & Safety Enforcement
Committee

Date of meeting: 18th September 2012

PART: 1

If Part II, reason:

Title of report: Gambling Act 2005 – Review of Statement of Principles

Contact: Ross Hill – Licensing Team Leader, Legal Governance

Purpose of report:
To outline proposed amendments to the Statement of 
Principles and responses to consultation, and to seek referral 
to Cabinet/Council for adoption of the revised Statement

Recommendations To refer the draft Statement of Principles to Cabinet/Council for 
adoption.

Corporate 
objectives:

Building Community Capacity/Safe and Clean Environment
 The Statement of Principles sets out the ways in which the 

licensing authority will seek to promote the licensing 
objective of ‘protecting children and other vulnerable 
persons from being harmed or exploited by gambling’ 
through the exercise of its licensing functions

Dacorum Delivers
 The Statement of Principles is a statutory obligation, and 

failure to comply could lead to reputational damage for the 
Council and possible legal action.

Implications: Financial / Value for Money
None

Risk Implications n/a

Equalities 
Implications n/a

Health And Safety 
Implications n/a

AGENDA ITEM:  7

SUMMARY
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Consultees: Consultation has been carried out in accordance with statutory 
requirements, and the results are outlined in this report.

Background 
papers:

Draft Statement of Principles 2013-2016
Gambling Act 2005
Gambling Commission Guidance to Licensing Authorities, 3rd 
ed

Glossary of 
acronyms and any 
other abbreviations 
used in this report:

1. BACKGROUND

1.1. Commercial gambling in the UK is regulated under the Gambling Act 2005, 
which provides a system of licences, notifications, permits and registrations 
for the authorisation of various gambling activities.

1.2. Dacorum Borough Council is a licensing authority under the 2005 Act, with 
responsibility for regulating premises-based, non-remote gambling through 
the issue of premises licences, gaming machine and prize gaming permits, 
temporary and occasional use notices, and the registration of non-
commercial societies for the promotion of small society lotteries.

1.3. Section 349 of the Act requires every licensing authority to prepare and 
publish “a statement of the principles that they propose to apply in 
exercising their functions under this Act” for each successive three-year 
period. Regulations made under the Act set the first day of the first such 
period as the 31st January 2007.

1.4. It is now necessary to prepare and publish Dacorum’s Statement of 
Principles for the period from the 31st January 2013 to the 30th January 
2016. Officers produced a draft Statement of Principles for this period, 
which was presented to the Committee at its meeting on the 24th July 2012. 
Consultation on the draft Statement has now been carried out, and the 
results are outlined below.

1.5. At the time of writing, Dacorum has issued 23 premises licences under the 
2005 Act, for high street betting shops [betting (other) licences] and 
amusement arcades [adult gaming centres]. All applications relating to 
these licences to date have been dealt with by officers under delegated 
powers – no application has yet been considered by the Licensing of 
Alcohol and Gambling Sub-Committee.

2. NATURE OF REVISIONS

2.1. The format of the draft Statement of Principles has been revised since the 
last version, and paragraphs have been extensively rearranged and 
rewritten to help improve the readability of the document. Paragraph 
numbers have also been added to aid referencing.

2.2. Several changes have resulted from amended legislation, case law, and 
changes to the Gambling Commission’s Guidance to Licensing Authorities, 
published since the last version was agreed. A small amount of content has 
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also been removed from the Statement of Principles, in particular tables 
showing the stake/prize levels of gaming machine categories (which are set 
by Regulations, and which in future will be made available as a separate 
document to allow for easier updating), a glossary of terms (which are 
defined in primary legislation), and much of the detail about the populace of 
Dacorum (which is publicly available in alternate documents).

2.3. Reference is made throughout the Statement to the 3rd edition of the 
Gambling Commission’s Guidance to Licensing Authorities, the legal 
document which the Commission are required to publish under section 25 
of the Act. The Commission were expected to publish the 4th edition of this 
Guidance over the summer – however, at the time of writing, this has not 
yet occurred. It is thought unlikely that significant changes will need to be 
made to the Statement of Principles as a result of the updated Guidance, 
beyond verifying paragraph references, which officers will seek to do as 
and when the revised Guidance is made available.

2.4. A number of other minor amendments have been made to the draft 
Statement during the consultation period, as follows:
 Minor semantic changes throughout.
 About Dacorum – updated with Census 2011 data. The map of the 

Borough has been moved to this section from a separate appendix.
 Enforcement –reference added to corporate enforcement policy.
 Appendix C – revised contact details for Herts Fire & Rescue Service.

2.5. The revised draft Statement of Principles is appended to this report as 
Appendix A.

3. CONSULTATION

3.1. Consultation on a Statement of Principles (or revision thereof) must be 
carried out in accordance with section 349(3) of the Act, which requires that 
the authority consults the chief officer of police for the area, one or more 
persons representing the interests of gambling businesses in the area, and 
one or more persons representing the interest of other persons likely to be 
affected by the exercise of the authorities functions.

3.2. Details of the proposed revisions to the Statement were sent to the 
consultees listed on page 27 of the draft Statement of Principles on the
31st July 2012. The list included all Dacorum Borough Councillors, Herts 
County Councillors for divisions within Dacorum, the clerks of all town and 
parish councils within Dacorum, responsible authorities identified under the 
Act, the holders of premises licences issued by the authority, and gambling 
trade associations. Details were also made publicly available on the 
Dacorum website.

3.3. A deadline of the 2nd September was set for responses to the consultation. 
Three responses were received, which are reproduced at Annex A.

3.4. Of the responses, two (from the Hertfordshire Fire & Rescue Service and 
the Association of British Bookmakers) state that they are satisfied with the 
proposed revisions, and do not propose further changes.
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3.5. A further letter, from the Campaign for Fairer Gambling, was also received 
within this period, expressing concerns about the usage of category B2 
gaming machines within betting premises. It must be stressed that the letter 
does not make clear whether it relates to the review of the Statement, or to 
the exercise of the licensing authority’s functions generally. It is also 
understood that a similar letter has been sent to most other UK licensing 
authorities, and the Gambling Commission have published a special 
bulletin (reproduced at Annex B) in response to this issue. Having 
considered the letter, it is believed that the section of the draft Statement 
entitled “Division of Premises and Primary Usage” (page 12 onwards) deals 
with this issue in sufficient and suitable detail.

4. PROPOSED TIMELINE

4.1. Adoption of the Statement of Principles is a function of the full Council. In 
order to ensure that the Statement has been adopted in sufficient time so 
as to take effect from the prescribed date, the following timeline is 
proposed:

Date Action

24th July 2012
Presentation of draft Statement of Principles to 
Licensing and Health & Safety Enforcement 
Committee

31st July 2012 Start of consultation – details sent to identified 
consultees and published on www.dacorum.gov.uk

2nd September 2012 Deadline for receipt of responses to consultation

18th September 2012

Presentation to Licensing and Health & Safety 
Enforcement Committee of consultation responses 
and any resulting amendments to the draft 
Statement of Principles

23rd October 2012 Cabinet meeting, presentation of draft Statement of 
Principles with request for endorsement

21st November 2012 Full Council meeting, presentation of Statement of 
Principles with request for adoption

2nd January 2013 (latest) Publication of adopted Statement of Principles

31st January 2013 Statement of Principles 2013-2016 to take effect

4.2. Regulations made under the Act require that the adopted Statement of 
Principles is published and made available for inspection, both on the 
authority’s website and at their principal offices or public libraries, at least 
four weeks prior to coming into force.

5. RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1. That Committee endorse the draft Statement of Principles for the 
period 31 January 2013 to 30 January 2016, and refer it to Cabinet and 
Council for full approval and adoption.

http://www.dacorum.gov.uk/
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Annex A – Consultation Responses
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Annex B – Gambling Commission Licensing Authority Bulletin, August 2012
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Report for: Licensing Health & Safety Enforcement
Committee

Date of meeting: 18th September 2012

PART: 1

If Part II, reason:

Title of report: Review of Hackney Carriage and Private Hire licensing 
procedures and policies

Contact: Ross Hill – Licensing Team Leader, Legal Governance

Purpose of report: To propose a number of amendments to the Council’s 
procedures and policies, prior to consultation.

Recommendations That the Committee instructs officers to commence 
consultation on the proposals contained herein.

Corporate 
objectives:

Safe and Clean Environment
 Public safety is a key aim of taxi licensing, and it is 

envisaged that the proposals will strengthen the Council’s 
powers to respond to concerns in this area.

Dacorum Delivers
 This report proposes the consolidation of a number of 

existing policies, making it simpler for officers to advise 
and members of the public to enquire as to general 
expectations of applicants and licence-holders.

Implications: Financial / Value for Money
None

Risk Implications n/a

Equalities 
Implications

An Equality Impact Assessment will be carried out and the 
results reported to a future Committee meeting, prior to 
consideration of whether to adopt the proposals.

Health And Safety 
Implications n/a

AGENDA ITEM:  8

SUMMARY
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Consultees:
Consultation will be carried out and the results reported to a 
future Committee meeting, prior to consideration of whether to 
adopt the proposals.

Background 
papers:

Glossary of 
acronyms and any 
other abbreviations 
used in this report:

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. The Council is responsible for the regulation of hackney carriage (taxi) and 
private hire services within the Borough of Dacorum, through the issue and 
enforcement of a series of licence for drivers, vehicle proprietors, and 
operators. The framework for this licensing system is contained within 
numerous pieces of legislation, but primarily the Town Police Clauses Act 
1847 and the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976.

1.2. Since adopting the relevant parts of these pieces of legislation, a number of 
policies and procedures have been adopted by the Council governing its 
expectations of applicants and licence-holders, and the way in which it will 
process and consider applications for licences.

1.3. This report proposes a number of alterations to the current policies and 
procedures, with a view to simplifying and consolidating the existing 
policies, and ensuring that our policies and procedures correctly reflect 
current Government guidance and statutory requirements.

1.4. It is proposed to conduct consultation on these proposals with licence-
holders over a three-month period, and to report the results of consultation 
to the January 2013 meeting of the Committee, for a final decision as to 
whether to adopt such policy amendments. In addition, there is an 
outstanding matter from the Committee’s meeting on the 1st March 2012, 
relating to the joint ownership of ‘golden plates’, that requires consultation, 
and it is proposed to conduct this at the same time.

1.5. The report continues an ongoing review program of applicable taxi licensing 
procedures and policies, commenced by the Committee on the 4th October 
2011 and continued on the 1st November 2011, 31st January 2012 and
1st March 2012.

1.6. The review also incorporates operational procedures, affecting the manner 
in which officers receive and administer applications. An update on these 
issues is provided below, for information only.

1.7. Further outstanding areas of the review, which will require the Committee’s 
consideration at future meetings, include:
 Accessibility to licensed vehicles by disability groups
 Types of Hackney Carriages vehicles to be licensed by the Authority;
 Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Vehicle Age Policy;
 Stretched Limousines/“Special” Vehicles;
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 Knowledge Testing (including English and numeracy testing);
 Conditions in respect of Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Drivers;
 Private Hire Operator licence procedures and conditions
 Information regarding the expected conduct of licensed drivers.

1.8. In addition, it is also proposed to undertake a complete review of all 
application fees charged for licensing applications service-wide, including 
for Hackney Carriage and Private Hire licensing, and a report to this end is 
likely to be presented to the November meeting of the Committee.

2. PROPOSED ALTERATIONS TO CURRENT POLICIES

2.1. Age limits for driver licence applicants

2.1.1. The Council currently has a minimum age policy of 21 years for new 
driver licence applicants, for both hackney carriage and private hire. 
It is expected that applications from any person aged under 21 years 
would be refused.

2.1.2. With the advent of the Equality Act 2010, it is questionable whether 
this policy would comply with the prohibition on age discrimination.

2.1.3. Given the nature of the work for which licences are sought, it is now 
considered more appropriate to require applicants for licences to 
have held a full driving licence (issued either in the UK or by another 
EEA member state) for a minimum period of three years. This will 
have the effect of ensuring that licence applicants have greater 
driving experience, rather than an arbitrary age limit during which 
time driving experience may or may not have been accrued.

2.1.4. There is currently no maximum age policy, although drivers aged 65 
years or over are required to obtain medical clearance on an annual 
basis, as opposed to the 3-yearly interval prior to that age. This is in 
accordance with Government guidance, and it is not proposed to 
amend this aspect of the policy.

2.2. Dual driver licence applications

2.2.1. Hackney carriage and private hire driver licences are created by 
separate statutes, and as such applications for licences have 
traditionally been treated separately.

2.2.2. A substantial number of drivers now hold licences to drive both 
hackney carriages and private hire vehicles. Because of the way in 
which these are administered, both licences have separate expiry 
dates, and must be renewed individually, increasing the 
administrative burden both on drivers and the Council. The number 
of drivers enquiring and applying for second licences has increased 
dramatically in recent years.

2.2.3. A number of councils operate ‘dual driver licence’ application 
systems, allowing applications for both licence types to be 
considered simultaneously. Both licences would then be issued with 
the same expiry date, and a single application process would be 
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followed to renew both licences, significantly reducing the 
administrative burden. The reduced administrative work is also 
reflected in a reduced application fee. Where the second licence is 
obtained part way through the first licence’s validity, this would be 
issued with the same expiry date, and a reduced or pro rata fee 
would be charged to reflect the shorter licence period.

2.2.4. It is proposed to introduce such a system in Dacorum, and to begin 
allowing simultaneous ‘dual licence’ applications. Where drivers 
currently hold both types of licence, they would be given the option of 
paying a pro rata application fee on next renewal to bring both 
licences to the same expiry date.

2.2.5. It is envisaged that the dual licence fee would be set initially at 150% 
of the regular, single-licence fee. Based on current fees, this would 
mean total application fees as follows:

Item Single badge 
new appn

Single badge 
renewal

Dual badge 
new appn

Dual badge 
renewal

Application fee £105.00 £105.00 £157.50 £157.50

CRB check fee £44.00 £44.00 £44.00 £44.00
DVLA check 
fee £5.00 £5.00 £5.00 £5.00

Badge deposit £50.00 n/a £100.00 n/a

Total £204.00 £154.00 £306.50 £206.50

2.2.6. All fees would be reviewed after a reasonable period to ensure that 
they had been set at the correct level, commensurate with the work 
undertaken.

2.3. Signage on licensed vehicles

2.3.1. An issue has recently been identified whereby vehicles licensed in 
neighbouring authorities are being used, both legitimately and 
allegedly otherwise, for journeys within Dacorum. As councils may 
set differing safety standards for the vehicles they licence, it is seen 
as desirable to make clear which vehicles have been approved and 
licensed in Dacorum, to the standards adopted by this Council. This 
will also aid enforcement work, as it will become clearer which 
vehicles working in the borough are not licensed by this Council.

2.3.2. Dacorum-licensed vehicles are currently required to display a licence 
plate on the rear of the vehicle, and another smaller plate inside the 
front windscreen. Both bear the Dacorum name and logo, albeit at a 
relatively small size. Hackney carriages may, and private hire 
vehicles must, also display an operator’s sign, approved by the 
Council, on the front side doors.

2.3.3. To make it clearer which vehicles have been licensed by Dacorum 
Borough Council, it is proposed to insert new standard conditions to 
both the Hackney Carriage Vehicle Licence and the Private Hire 
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Vehicle Licence, requiring the display of signage on the rear side 
doors. Such signage would be supplied by the Council in the form of 
vinyl stickers, bearing a larger version of the Council’s logo, and 
another message, as follows:

Hackney Carriage Vehicle Licence conditions:
at the end of condition 6 insert:

“(d) A sign, of a design supplied by the Council and 
measuring not more than 20” x 20”, bearing the Council’s 
logo and the words “Licensed Taxi”, shall be displayed on 
each of the rear side doors of the vehicle [In the case of a 
wheelchair accessible vehicle, two signs may instead be 
displayed on the rear door(s) or wings of the vehicle, bearing 
the Council’s logo and the words “Licensed Wheelchair 
Accessible Taxi”].”

Private Hire Vehicle Licence conditions:
at the end of condition 6 insert:

“(c) A sign, of a design supplied by the Council and 
measuring not more than 20” x 20”, bearing the Council’s 
logo and the words “Licensed Private Hire Vehicle” and “Pre-
booked journeys only”, shall be displayed on each of the rear 
side doors of the vehicle.”

2.3.4. Such conditions would take effect upon the next renewal of the 
vehicle licence, or upon the transfer of the licence to an alternate 
vehicle. It would therefore take around a year from adoption for all 
licensed vehicles to carry the approved signage.

2.3.5. The precise wording and design of any such signage would remain 
to be determined and incorporated within the final wording of any 
condition adopted. Costings would also need to be established, and 
if the Committee are minded to commence consultation on the 
introduction of such a requirement, quotations will be obtained and 
presented with the results of the consultation exercise.

2.4. Revised guidelines on fitness of applicants for drivers licences

2.4.1. When considering applications for hackney carriage and private hire 
driver’s licences, the Council must be satisfied that applicants are “fit 
and proper” to hold such licences. No statutory definition of this term 
exists, and it is open to the Council to apply such considerations as it 
deems relevant.

2.4.2. In 2008 the Council adopted a set of guidelines on the relevance of 
criminal convictions and motoring endorsements for driver’s licence 
applications. It is believed that those guidelines have not been 
reviewed since that date.

2.4.3. It is now proposed to review and update those guidelines, and at the 
same time consolidate this and a number of other related issues into 
a single document which will set out a number of issues to be 
reviewed as part of the Council’s obligation to ensure that applicants 
are fit and proper persons to hold licences. The revised document 
will cover (but makes clear that the Council’s considerations will not 
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be limited to) driving entitlement, character, licensing history, 
entitlement to work in the UK, medical fitness, criminal convictions 
and cautions, and motoring endorsements.

2.4.4. The proposed guidelines are appended to this report as Appendix B.

2.4.5. It must be noted that any such document can form guidelines only, 
and an inflexible policy would not be lawful. The Council must 
consider every application on its merits, and may depart from any 
published policy or guidance if the circumstances warrant. Failure to 
give adequate consideration to individual circumstances may give 
rise to judicial review, as may departing from guidelines or policy 
without sufficient reason.

2.4.6. By publishing a wider ranging document, it is thought that it will be 
clearer to both applicants and the general public what will be 
expected of applicants for (and holders of) driver’s licence, and to 
make the Council’s decision-making process in this area more 
transparent and consistent, in accordance with the Better Regulation 
Principles.

3. REVIEW OF OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

3.1. The review of policies and procedures is being run alongside a more 
general review of the back office procedures employed by the Council in its 
administration of applications and enquiries. As these do not affect the 
criteria for determination of applications, it is not necessary for these 
changes to be determined by the Committee, nor be subject to wider 
consultation.

3.2. A review of the format of application forms for all taxi licensing applications 
is now underway. It is intended to simplify these forms wherever possible, 
removing any outdated questions and ensuring that the forms are clear, 
easily understandable, and accessible.

3.3. Content on the licensing pages of www.dacorum.gov.uk is now being 
updated. When complete, information on every type of licence administered 
by the service, together with frequently asked questions and application 
forms for the full range of licensing functions, will be readily available 
online.

3.4. Officers are currently looking at options for the design of vehicle licence 
plates and drivers licence badges, with a view to issuing revised formats for 
these in the near future.

3.5. All changes to operational procedures are being considered in light of the 
impending redevelopment of the Civic Centre site. It is anticipated that 
significant changes to the current working practices will be brought about 
by this, including a move to a ‘paperless office’ environment and increased 
usage of remote working.

3.6. We have been advised that the Electronic Licence Management System 
(ELMS), the online application system used for alcohol/entertainment 
licensing and several other legislative areas, will be withdrawn by the 
Government later this year, and that a replacement system will be brought 
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in to operate via the new single Government website, Gov.uk. Although 
limited information is currently available, it has been suggested that this 
new system will also facilitate application types that are not within scope of 
the EU Services Directive, including taxi licensing, thus raising the 
possibility of online applications for these licence types for the first time. 
Officers will continue to monitor developments in this area.

4. RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1. To instruct officers to commence consultation on the following policy 
amendments:

4.1.1. To revoke the current policy requiring applicants for hackney carriage 
and private hire driver licences to be at least 21 years of age;

4.1.2. To adopt a new policy requiring applicants for hackney carriage and 
private hire driver licences to have held a full motor car driving 
licence for a minimum of three years prior to the date of application;

4.1.3. To introduce a new ‘dual licence’ application system, permitting 
applications for both hackney carriage and private hire driver 
licences to be made simultaneously; for all such licences to have a 
common expiry date; and for a transitional phase to allow existing 
dual licence holders to bring both badges to a common expiry date 
for a pro rata fee;

4.1.4. To adopt amendments to the standard licence conditions for both 
hackney carriage and private hire vehicle licences requiring the 
display of Council-supplied signage on the rear doors of the vehicle, 
bearing the Council’s logo and an approved message.

4.1.5. To revoke the current “Guidelines to be used by the Licensing and 
Health & Safety Enforcement Sub-Committee when considering the 
relevance of convictions”;

4.1.6. To adopt the new “Guidelines on Fitness of Applicants for Hackney 
Carriage / Private Hire Driver’s Licences”.

4.2. To report the results of consultation on these issues to a future meeting of 
the Committee, to allow a decision to be taken on whether or not to adopt 
these policy amendments.
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9. EXCLUSION OF THE PUBLIC

To consider passing a resolution in the following terms:

That, under s.100A (4) of the Local Government Act 1972 Schedule 12A Part 1, as 
amended by the Local Government (Access to Information) (Variation) Order 2006, 
the public be excluded during the item in Part II of the Agenda for the meeting, 
because it is likely, in view of the nature of the business to be transacted, that if 
members of the public were present during this item there would be disclosure to 
them of exempt information relating to:
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APPENDIX A – DRAFT STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES 2013-2016
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APPENDIX B – GUIDELINES ON FITNESS OF APPLICANTS FOR HACKNEY 
CARRIAGE/PRIVATE HIRE DRIVERS LICENCES
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APPENDIX C
***********************************************************************************************

DACORUM BOROUGH COUNCIL

LICENSING AND HEALTH AND SAFETY ENFORCEMENT COMMITTEE

24 JULY 2012

***********************************************************************************************
Present –

MEMBERS: 

Councillor Lawson (Chairman), Bhinder, G Chapman, Conway, Mrs Green, R 
Hollinghurst, Link, Peter, Ryan, G Sutton, Taylor and Whitman

OFFICERS:

L Crowley Solicitor
R Hill  Licensing Team Leader 
S Taylor Senior Assistant Licensing Officer
T Coston Member Support Officer, Democratic Services (Minutes)

The meeting began at 7:30 pm

1.   INTRODUCTIONS
The Chairman introduced newly appointed Licensing Team Leader, Ross Hill, 
to the Committee. 

2.   MINUTES
The minutes of the meetings held on 1 March 2012 and 16 May 2012 were 
confirmed by the members present and then signed by the Chairman. 

3.   APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Apologies for absence were received on behalf of Councillors Fantham and 
Rance. 

4.   DECLARATIONS OF INTERESTS

No interests were declared.

5.   PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
There was no public participation. 

6.   GAMBLING ACT 2005 – REVIEW OF STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES
R Hill introduced the report and explained it related to the review of the 
Council’s statement of principles of the Gambling Act 2005. He explained that 
Dacorum Borough Council is responsible for the regulation of local premises 
based gambling activities within the borough under the Gambling Act 2005. 
This involves the administration and enforcement of premises licenses for 
betting shops, sports grounds, bingo halls and amusement arcades, and of 
permits for the provision of gaming machines or other forms of prize gaming. 
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He explained that Dacorum Borough Council is required to republish its 
statement every three years following a full review. The officers produced a 
proposed draft statement for the period of January 2013 – 2016 which was 
attached to the report at Appendix A. 
He advised that the council must conduct a consultation of the proposed 
statement, and the committee were asked to consider and agree the 
recommendations in order for the consultation to commence. He referred to 
paragraph 4.1 on page 6 of the report where the proposed timetable for the 
consultation was detailed. He added that any responses from the consultation 
would be discussed at September’s committee meeting. He explained that the 
final adoption of the statement is required to be agreed at full council in 
November, in order to be adopted and published prior to the prescribed date in 
January 2013. He then welcomed any questions from the committee.
Councillor Lawson referred to paragraph 2.3 on page 5 of the report relating to 
the Gambling Commissions recent edition of Guidance, and queried if they 
would be required to go through the process again to reflect any changes when 
the document is published later this year.  
R Hill replied he felt that shouldn’t be the case as the changes they are 
proposing were relatively minor. He said the document should be published 
prior to the return to the committee in September and therefore any necessary 
amendments could be considered at that time.  

There were no further questions.

Voting:

Unanimously agreed;

whereupon it was:

Resolved:

That the Committee noted the proposed amendments to the draft Statement of 
Principles for the period of 31 January 2013 to 30 January 2016, and instructed 
officers to commence the consultation, as set out in the report. 

The meeting ended at 7:35 pm


